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Comparing your HOSA chapter to a hospital

What skills transfer between working in both?

Tools to use to construct your dream HOSA
chapter this year

Develop a fundamental knowledge of
the environment of a hospital

Conceptualize HOSA leadership alongside
professional skills 

Apply the principles of high-quality, compassionate
medicine towards members at the local level

What's on the
menu today!

Points for discussion



A Little About Me!

Georgia HOSA State President
Reema Chande



ICEBREAKER
TIME

Write what comes
to mind!

In a single word,
describe your ideal

hospital to
work/be treated at!

Hold up your card
once you finish
writing!



Let's Debrief!
What did they have in common?

Reflect on the questions and the words
we chose as each prompt appears on
screen!
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Let's Debrief!
What did they have in common?

Reflect on the questions and the words
we chose as each prompt appears on
screen!

Why are they important?

Does your chapter embody them?

Why is that important?



The structure and
function of a hospital
can mimic a HOSA
chapter.



Let's get
competitive!
Go head to head between officer
teams with this speed challenge.

In front of you are 10 cards.
5 are the incomplete names of hospital departments.
5 are their respective functions.
You are tasked with filling in the blanks of each
department name.
And matching the structure to the function.

May the speediest matchmakers win!



Let's get  (a
little less)
competitive!
Now, working altogether, tell me
where I should put each structure on
the map!



Okay...so how
does this mimic
HOSA?



On Company Growth
How tech helps companies evolve and innovate

LABORATORY

Observing and testing new and
different chapter activities/
changes/improvements to see
how they react with the
“chemistry” of members

TCU: TRANSITIONAL CARE UNIT

Handling major changes in your
chapter, changing officer teams,
graduating seniors, transitioning
inactive members to active
members

RADIOLOGY

During chapter operations,
collecting performance data to
measure how healthy your
chapter and officer team is,
signaling warning signs from the
data



On Company Growth
How tech helps companies evolve and innovate

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

 President/VP duties surrounding
accountability for officers, overall
recruitment strategy, service
planning, member data
management

EMERGENCY SERVICES

 Logistic end of HOSA, every
officer needs to function in this
capacity, what to do when things
go wrong to reroute to normal



Make your
blueprint, then
follow through!

DESIGN YOUR
"DREAM HOSA-
HOSPITAL"



SLACK
SLIDESGO
VOLUNTEERMATCH.ORG
NOTION
CARRD/LINKTREE
ONENOTE
STRAWPOLLS
CANVA
ELECTIONRUNNER
GOOGLE VOICE

Tools to bring
your blueprint
to life!

Technology can be a
chore, but sometimes it
works!



What 3 changes do you want to
make in your chapter this year? 

Make it impactful and
intentional.

How will you do it?
Make it SPECIFIC!

Put some change in motion!

Planning is NOT
just a summer
endeavor!



What's Next From Here?
Only the best HOSA year ever!

What did we learn? Hop to the front and SHARE!
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What's Next From Here?
Only the best HOSA year ever!

What did we learn? Hop to the front and SHARE!

georgiahosa.carrd.co

Find us: @georgiahosa 
tinyurl.com/HOSASlack 

president@georgiahosa.org
Find me: @reemachande @reematookthis



Use these free recolorable
icons and illustrations in your
Canva design

Free Resources
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